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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor

In response to the final formatting changes requested.

1) Title - sentence case (with capitalization of first word and proper nouns) was used

2) Author list - adapted as requested

3) Qualification - deleted as requested

4) Affiliations - these have been written out in full according to the format provided

5) Keywords etc. - deleted as requested

6) Section heading - sentence case was used for all headings and sub-headings

7) Abstract - Methodology renamed Methods, wordcount removed

8) Introduction renamed Background

9) References cited using brackets as requested

10) Conclusion section inserted after Discussion

11) Competing interests - sentence added as requested

12) Authors contribution - included a sentence specifying that all authors read and approved the final manuscript

13) References - adjusted to include all authors as requested
14) Figure/Tables - Number and title included with main manuscript as requested

15) Figure/Tables - Number and title removed and cropped as requested / included as separate attachments

Thank you once again for kindly accepting our manuscript for publication.

I trust that we've made all the format changes requested. Please contact us if any additional information is required.

Regards

Ben Marais